


PRODUCT DESIGN & IDENTIFICATION [CLEANING PROCESS THROUGH ULTRASONIC TECHNOLOGY] ULTRASONIC CLEANING
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During the low pressure
stage, millions of

microscopic bubbles
form and grow.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

NAME Hagerty Ultrasonic
Jewelry Cleaner

POWER
SUPPLY AC 100-120V 60Hz

MODEL 16508 POWER 35W
OVERALL

SIZE
200 X 140 X

125mm FREQUENCY 40KHz

TANK
SIZE 155 X 95 X 52mm SET;r,EN«

3-60 minutes
adjustable with
digital display

VOLUME 600ml G.W 905 +5g

During the high pressure stage the
bubbles implode, releasing enormous
amounts of energy. They work in all
directions, attacking the entire surface

area and invading all recesses and
openings. This process is called "CAVI

TATION" .

HAGERTY ULTRASONIC MACHINE CAN BE USED FOR

Jewelry Timepieces
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Necklaces, Kings, Earrings,

Bracelets, etc.
Waterproof Watches, Watch Chains,

Watchbands, etc

k with 12-14 oz (355-414 ml) of clean water. .
it 1 oz (30 ml) of Hagerty Jewel Clean Concentrat

2 Hagerty Jewel Clean Concentrate sachets.

USAGE OF ACCESSORIES

PLASTIC BASKET
When a small item is to be cleaned, place the item into the plastic basket
in the tank. This will help to reduce friction between the item and the tank. The plastic
basket absorbs about 30% of the ultrasonic energy being produced.

WATCH STAND

Ultrasonic osmosis is strong. DO NOT put any watch which is waterproof to less than 30
metres into the tank for direct cleaning. To do so may cause watch damage. It is recom
mended to use the watch stand and only immerse the watch band in the solution. Similar

ilastic basket, the watch stand will absorb ultrasonic er~~

HAGERTY. .AN CONCENTRATE

..cgerty Jewel Clean Concentrate formula contains no butyls, phosphates, bleach o.
ammonia. It is safe for use on all porous stones, such as opals, coral, onyx and turquoise.
Porous stones should not be immersed for more than 10 minu* ~


